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What I’m going to do today

• Explore why economists are excited about blockchain 
technology.

• Outline the ledger-centric view of the economy

• Explore the how blockchains might be used for 
academic publishing

• Present the outlines of what we’re calling ‘JournalCoin’
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• A blockchain is a decentralised, distributed ledger

• The challenge with a distributed ledger is ensuring everyone agrees what 

the ledger says

Distributed ledger with 
central, trusted server

Distributed ledger with 
no central authority

• In November 2008 ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ solved the consensus problem

What is a blockchain?
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So what is a blockchain?

Consensus over the contents of a 

shared programmable ledger

through the use of economic

incentives.

The token (the cryptocurrency) is part of those 

incentives.
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Blockchain technology is in its infancy

• Slow (block confirmation times)

• Expensive (mining, transaction 

fees, storage requirements)

• Hard to scale (transaction 

times)

• Horrible consumer 

experience (exchanges, key 

storage)

• Unnecessary (there are simply 

better databases, trusted third 

parties aren’t that bad)

• May destroy the planet 

(mining)
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Or the institutional cryptoeconomics view…

• Blockchains are enormously successful proof of concept around 

distributed ledger technology

• We’re applying a large body of economic thought to understand how 

ledgers – and blockchains – shape society

Ronald Coase

Nobel, 1991
Oliver Williamson

Nobel, 2009

Elinor Ostrom

Nobel, 2009
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So why are economists excited?

The economic problem:

How to coordinate economic activity when faced with distributed information, and 

positive transactions costs (including trust)?

Before 2009:

After 2009:

Markets Firms Governments Clubs Commons

Markets Firms Governments Clubs Commons Blockchains
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So why are economists excited?
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Ledgers matter

• A ledger is a tool for mapping and verifying agreed facts 

about relationships

• Ledgers are everywhere

o Bitcoin has shown us that money is a ledger

o Property rights are ledgers (see Hernando de Soto)

o A firm is a ledger, structuring capital, labour and processes

o The social security system is a ledger 

o Citizenship is ledger
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Ledgers, writing, money, history
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An economy is made of ledgers
When ledger technology changes, so does the world

Ledgers & writing

simultaneously 

emerged to record 

production, trade, 

debt 

invention of double 

entry bookkeeping 

(verification, auditable 

organisations)

centralised distributed 

ledgers – trust in 

centralised institutions 

(government, large firms)

analog to digital ledgers 

(databases, computable, 

searchable, complex global 

organizations)

decentralised (P2P) 

distributed ledgers 

(digital, trustless)

> 2009  

20thC 

18th C 

14th C

5000 

BCE 

Global financial 
capitalism

Empire capitalismMarket society

Early 
capitalism
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The blockchain economy (economies)

Money, value (cryptocurrency, cryptoassets) 

Rules (code, protocols)

Contracts (smart contracts)

Services (Dapps)

Exchanges (DX, Cross chain atomic swaps)

Monitoring (hashes, Merkle trees, public blockchains)

Governance (consensus, forking, on-chain cryptodemocracy)

Organization (DAOs)

Security (economic incentives)

• Blockchains are a tool for creating new economies – a new 

mechanism not just for facilitating trade but for building markets.

• Blockchains are a new economic infrastructure
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Blockchain as a technology of trust

Digital signature tied to Bitcoin address

File hash registered on blockchain

• Permanent, censor-proof, indestructible, 

always on

• Absolute proof of publication date 

(particularly valuable for race-to-

discovery in science or intellectual 

property claims)
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Journals are governance systems

• We use journals to govern/control the creation and availability of 

new knowledge

• What sort of institution is a journal?

• Members of the (knowledge) club produce and consume its output

• Membership is voluntary

• Membership is restricted (who can contribute by writing or 

reviewing)

Market Firm Government Club Commons

Jason Potts, John Hartley, Lucy Montgomery, Cameron Neylon & Ellie Rennie (2017): A journal is a club: a new economic model 

for scholarly publishing, Prometheus.
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Journals are broken governance systems

• Journals are clubs but we treat them like markets:

o Private companies publish and charge access to read, like traditional publishing.

o But then they ask academics to provide quality assurance (peer review) for 

free?? 

o And we dutifully put it on our CV under the words “professional service”??

o And the government pays our salary to do this??

o And pays the publisher to read what we’ve written??

o And sometimes we (and taxpayers) pay the publisher to publish our work????
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Journals are broken governance systems

• Journals are clubs but we treat them like commons:

o New knowledge published freely online (open access, arXiv, SSRN etc.)

o Peer review either 1) absent or 2) still slow, conservative, arbitrary

o Oversupply of content 

o Undersupply of attention
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Let’s fix the incentives

• Right now the incentives in academic publishing 

are weak or perverse:

o Promotions and rewards (provided by the university)

o Guilt (provided by the editor)

o Sense of duty (provided by the academics)

o Cash (provided by everyone to the publisher)

• The blockchain consensus mechanism is a 

information creation and adoption consensus 

mechanism

o Blockchains use tokens to incentivise good 

behaviour and punish bad behaviour
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Introducing JournalCoin

• A RMIT Blockchain Innovation Hub project to bring:

1. Transparency of the peer review

2. Digital copyright authentication and verification

3. Incentive and rewards mechanisms for peer review

4. Incentives for reading, sharing, royalties for citations

• Tokenisation of incentives

o Subscriptions paid in JournalCoin

o Peer reviewers paid in JournalCoin

o Citations or rankings rewarded in JournalCoin

o Good behaviour (fast and useful peer reviews, article 
processing, clean copy, formatting supplied) 
rewarded in JournalCoin

o Royalties in JournalCoin
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Readers

Reviewers

Platform

Authors

Institutions
(universities, 

governments)

JournalCoin as an ecosystem

Sharers
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Economic infrastructure on the internet

• Blockchains are economic infrastructure on which new forms of social 

organisation can be built

• Academic publishing is a subset of a general problem that has afflicted 

publishing and the knowledge economy since the invention of the internet

• Internet 1.0

o Email, file sharing

• Internet 2.0

o Social media, browser-based applications

• Internet 3.0

o Internet of value and trust
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Keep up to date with our work

http://sites.rmit.edu.au/blockchain-innovation-hub/

http://cryptoeconomics.com.au/

http://medium.com/@cryptoeconomics

http://chrisberg.org

Twitter:  @BlockchainRMIT @cryptoeconomico
@chrisberg @profjasonpotts


